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TRANSLATOR’S PREFACE
Of the increasing success and widening
popularity of the elementary science series written
chiefly in the seclusion of Sérignan by the gifted
French naturalist who was destined to give that
obscure hamlet a distinction hardly inferior to the
renown enjoyed by Maillane since the days of
Mistral, it is unnecessary at this late date to say more
than a word in passing. The extraordinary vividness
and animation of his style amply justified his early
belief in the possibility of making the truths of
science more fascinating to young readers, and to all
readers, than the fabrications of fiction. As Dr.
Legros has said in his biography of Fabre, “He was
indeed convinced that even in early childhood it was
possible for both boys and girls to learn and to love
many subjects which had hitherto never been
proposed; and in particular that Natural History
which to him was a book in which all the world
might read, but that university methods had reduced
to a tedious and useless study in which the letter
‘killed the life.’ ”
The young in heart and the pure in heart of
whatever age will find themselves drawn to this
incomparable story-teller, this reverent revealer of
the awe-inspiring secrets of nature, this “Homer of

the insects.” The identity of the “Uncle Paul,” who
in this book and others of the series plays the storyteller’s part, is not hard to guess; and the young
people who gather about him to listen to his true
stories from wood and field, from brook and hilltop,
from distant ocean and adjacent millpond, are, without doubt, the author’s own children, in whose
companionship he delighted and whose education he
conducted with wise solicitude.
In his unselfish eagerness to see the truths of
natural science brought within the comprehension
and the enjoyment of all, Fabre would have been the
first to wish for a wide circulation for his own books
in many countries and many languages; and thus,
though it is now too late to obtain his authorization
of these translations, one cannot regard it as a wrong
to his memory to do what may lie in one’s power to
spread the knowledge he has so wisely and wittily,
with such insight and ingenuity, imparted to those of
his own country and tongue. It remains to add that
in the following pages the somewhat stiff dialogue
form of the original has given place to the more
attractive and flexible narrative style, with as little
violence as possible to the author’s text.
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CHAPTER I

THE SIX

O

NE evening, at twilight, they were assembled
in a group, all six of them. Uncle Paul was
reading in a large book. He always reads to rest
himself from his labors, finding that after work
nothing refreshes so much as communion with a
book that teaches us the best that others have done,
said, and thought. He has in his room, well arranged
on pine shelves, books of all kinds. There are large
and small ones, with and without pictures, bound
and unbound, and even gilt-edged ones. When he
shuts himself up in his room it takes something very
serious to divert him from his reading. And so they
say that Uncle Paul knows any number of stories. He
investigates, he observes for himself. When he walks
in his garden he is seen now and then to stop before
the hive, around which the bees are humming, or
under the elder bush, from which the little flowers
fall softly, like flakes of snow; sometimes he stoops
to the ground for a better view of a little crawling
insect, or a blade of grass just pushing into view.
What does he see? What does he observe? Who
knows? They say, however, that there comes to his
1
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beaming face a holy joy, as if he had just found
himself face to face with some secret of the wonders
of God. It makes us feel better when we hear stories
that he tells at these moments; we feel better, and
furthermore we learn a number of things that some
day may be very useful to us.
Uncle Paul is an excellent, God-fearing man,
obliging to every one, and, as “good as bread.” The
village has the greatest esteem for him, so much so
that they call him Maître Paul, on account of his
learning, which is at the service of all.
To help him in his field work—for I must tell
you that Uncle Paul knows how to handle a plow as
well as a book, and cultivates his little estate with
success—he has Jacques, the old husband of old
Ambroisine. Mother Ambroisine has the care of the
house, Jacques looks after the animals and fields.
They are better than two servants; they are two
friends in whom Uncle Paul has every confidence.
They saw Paul born and have been in the house a
long, long time. How often has Jacques made
whistles from the bark of a willow to console little
Paul when he was unhappy! How many times
Ambroisine, to encourage him to go to school without crying, has put a hard-boiled new-laid egg in his
lunch basket! So Paul has a great veneration for his
father’s two old servants. His house is their house.
You should see, too, how Jacques and Mother
Ambroisine love their master! For him, if it were
necessary, they would let themselves be quartered.

2
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Uncle Paul has no family, he is alone; yet he is
never happier than when with children, children who
chatter, who ask this, that, and the other, with the
adorable ingenuousness of an awakening mind. He
has prevailed upon his brother to let his children
spend a part of the year with their uncle. There are
three: Emile, Jules, and Claire.
Claire is the oldest. When the first cherries
come she will be twelve years old. Little Claire is
industrious, obedient, gentle, a little timid, but not in
the least vain. She knits stockings, hems handkerchiefs, studies her lessons, without thinking of
what dress she shall wear Sunday. When her uncle,
or Mother Ambroisine, who is almost a mother to
her, tells her to do a certain thing, she does it at
once, even with pleasure, happy in being able to
render some little service. It is a very good quality.
Jules is two years younger. He is a rather thin
little body, lively, all fire and flame. When he is
preoccupied about something, he does not sleep. He
has an insatiable appetite for knowledge. Everything
interests and takes possession of him. An ant drawing a straw, a sparrow chirping on the roof, are
sufficient to engross his attention. He then turns to
his uncle with his interminable questions: Why is
this? Why is that? His uncle has great faith in this
curiosity, which, properly guided, may lead to good
results. But there is one thing about Jules that his
uncle does not like. As we must be honest, we will
own that Jules has a little fault which would become
a grave one if not guarded against: he has a temper.
If he is opposed he cries, gets angry, makes big eyes,
3
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and spitefully throws away his cap. But it is like the
boiling over of milk soup: a trifle will calm him.
Uncle Paul hopes to be able to bring him round by
gentle reprimands, for Jules has a good heart.
Emile, the youngest of the three, is a complete
madcap; his age permits it. If any one gets a face
smeared with berries, a bump on the forehead, or a
thorn in the finger, it is sure to be he. As much as
Jules and Claire enjoy a new book, he enjoys a visit
to his box of playthings. And what has he not in the
way of playthings? Now it is a spinning-top that
makes a loud hum, then blue and red lead soldiers, a
Noah’s Ark with all sorts of animals, a trumpet
which his uncle has forbidden him to blow because
it makes too much noise, then— But he is the only
one that knows what there is in that famous box. Let
us say at once, before we forget it, Emile is already
asking questions of his uncle. His attention is
awakening. He begins to understand that in this
world a good top is not everything. If one of these
days he should forget his box of playthings for a
story, no one would be surprised.

4

CHAPTER II

THE FAIRY TALE AND THE
TRUE STORY

T

HE six of them were gathered together. Uncle
Paul was reading in a big book, Jacques
braiding a wicker basket, Mother Ambroisine plying
her distaff, Claire marking linen with red thread,
Emile and Jules playing with the Noah’s Ark. And
when they had lined up the horse after the camel, the
dog after the horse, then the sheep, donkey, ox, lion,
elephant, bear, gazelle, and a great many others,—
when they had them all arranged in a long procession leading to the ark, Emile and Jules, tired of
playing, said to Mother Ambroisine: “Tell us a story,
Mother Ambroisine—one that will amuse us.”
And with the simplicity of old age Mother
Ambroisine spoke as follows, at the same time
twirling her spindle:
“Once upon a time a grasshopper went to the
fair with an ant. The river was all frozen. Then the
grasshopper gave a jump and landed on the other
side of the ice, but the ant could not do this; and it
said to the grasshopper: ‘Take me on your shoulders;
5
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I weigh so little.’ But the grasshopper said: ‘Do as I
do; give a spring, and jump.’ The ant gave a spring,
but slipped and broke its leg.
“Ice, ice, the strong should be kind; but you
are wicked, to have broken the ant’s leg—poor little
leg.
“Then the ice said: ‘The sun is stronger than I,
and it melts me.’
“Sun, sun, the strong should be kind; but you
are wicked, to melt the ice; and you, ice, to have
broken the ant’s leg—poor little leg.
“Then the sun said: ‘The clouds are stronger
than I; they hide me.’
“Clouds, clouds, the strong should be kind;
but you are wicked, to hide the sun; you, sun, to melt
the ice; and you, ice, to have broken the ant’s leg—
poor little leg.
“Then the clouds said: ‘The wind is stronger
than we; it drives us away.’
“Wind, wind, the strong should be kind; but
you are wicked, to drive away the clouds; you,
clouds, to hide the sun; you, sun, to melt the ice; and
you, ice, to have broken the ant’s leg—poor little leg.
“Then the wind said: ‘The walls are stronger
than I; they stop me.’
“Walls, walls, the strong should be kind; but
you are wicked, to stop the wind; you, wind, to drive
away the clouds; you, clouds, to hide the sun; you,
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sun, to melt the ice; and you, ice, to have broken the
ant’s leg—poor little leg.
“Then the walls said: ‘The rat is stronger than
we; it bores holes through us.’
“Rat, rat, the strong—”
“But it is all the same thing, over and over
again, Mother Ambroisine,” exclaimed Jules
impatiently.
“Not quite, my child. After the rat comes the
cat that eats the rat, then the broom that strikes the
cat, then the fire that burns the broom, then the
water that puts out the fire, then the ox that
quenches his thirst with the water, then the fly that
stings the ox, then the swallow that snaps up the fly,
then the snare that catches the swallow, then—”
“And does it go on very long like that?” asked
Emile.
“As long as you please,” replied Mother
Ambroisine, “for however strong one may be, there
are always others stronger still.”
“Really, Mother Ambroisine,” said Emile,
“that story tires me.”
“Then listen to this one: Once upon a time
there lived a woodchopper and his wife, and they
were very poor. They had seven children, the
youngest so very, very small that a wooden shoe
answered for its bed.”
“I know that story,” again interposed Emile.
“The seven children are going to get lost in the
7
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woods. Little Hop-o’-my-Thumb marks the way at
first with white pebbles, then with bread crumbs.
Birds eat the crumbs. The children get lost. Hop-o’my-Thumb, from the top of a tree, sees a light in the
distance. They run to it: rat-tat-tat! It is the dwelling
of an ogre!”
“There is no truth in that,” declared Jules,
“nor in Puss-in-Boots, nor Cinderella, nor Bluebeard. They are fairy tales, not true stories. For my
part, I want stories that are really and truly so.”
At the words, true stories, Uncle Paul raised
his head and closed his big book. A fine opportunity
offered for turning the conversation to more useful
and interesting subjects than Mother Ambroisine’s
old tales.
“I approve of your wanting true stories,” said
he. “You will find in them at the same time the
marvelous, which pleases so much at your age, and
also the useful, with which even at your age you
must concern yourselves, in preparation for after life.
Believe me, a true story is much more interesting
than a tale in which ogres smell fresh blood and
fairies change pumpkins into carriages and lizards
into lackeys. And could it be otherwise? Compared
with truth, fiction is but a pitiful trifle; for the former
is the work of God, the latter the dream of man.
Mother Ambroisine could not interest you with the
ant that broke its leg in trying to cross the ice. Shall I
be more fortunate? Who wants to hear a true story
of real ants?”
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White Ant

“I! I!” cried Emile, Jules, and Claire all
together.
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CHAPTER III

THE BUILDING OF THE CITY

“T

HEY are noble workers,” began Uncle Paul,
“Many a time, when the morning sun begins
to warm up, I have taken pleasure in observing the
activity that reigns around their little mounds of
earth, each with its summit pierced by a hole for exit
and entrance.
“There are some that come from the bottom
of this hole. Others follow them, and still more, on
and on. They carry between their teeth a tiny grain of
earth, an enormous weight for them. Arrived at the
top of the mound, they let their burden fall, and it
rolls over the slope, and they immediately descend
again into their well. They do not play on the way, or
stop with their companions to rest a while. Oh! no:
the work is urgent, and they have so much to do!
Each one arrives, serious, with its grain of earth,
deposits it, and descends in search of another. What
are they so busy about?
“They are building a subterranean town, with
streets, squares, dormitories, storehouses; they are
hollowing out a dwelling-place for themselves and
their family. At a depth where rain cannot penetrate
10
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they dig the earth and pierce it with galleries, which
lengthen into long communicating streets, subdivided into short ones, crossing one another here
and there, sometimes ascending, sometimes descending, and opening into large halls. These immense
works are executed grain by grain, drawn by strength
of the jaws. If any one could see that black army of
miners at work under the ground, he would be filled
with astonishment.
“They are there by the thousands, scratching,
biting, drawing, pulling, in the deepest darkness.
What patience! What efforts! And when the grain of
sand has at last given way, how they go off, head
held high and proud, carrying it triumphantly above!
I have seen ants, whose heads tottered under the
tremendous load, exhaust themselves in getting to
the top of the mound. In jostling their companions,
they seemed to say: See how I work! And nobody
could blame them, for the pride of work is a noble
pride. Little by little, at the gate of the town, that is
to say at the edge of the hole, this little mound of
earth is piled up, formed by excavated material from
the city that is being built. The larger the mound, the
larger the subterranean dwelling, it is plain.
“Hollowing out these galleries in the ground is
not all; they must also prevent landslides, fortify
weak places, uphold the vaults with pillars, make
partitions. These miners are then seconded by
carpenters. The first carry the earth out of the anthill, the second bring the building materials. What
are these materials? They are pieces of timber-work,
beams, and small joists, suitable for the edifice. A
11
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tiny little bit of straw is a solid beam for a ceiling, the
stem of a dry leaf can become a strong column. The
carpenters explore the neighboring forests, that is to
say, the tufts of grass, to choose their pieces.
“Good! see this covering of an oat-grain. It is
very thin, dry, and solid. It will make an excellent
plank for the partition they are constructing below.
But it is heavy, enormously heavy. The ant that has
made the discovery draws backward and makes itself
rigid on its six feet. No success: the heavy mass does
not move. It tries again, all its little body trembling
with energy. The oat-husk just moves a tiny bit. The
ant recognizes its powerlessness. It goes off. Will it
abandon the piece? Oh! no. When one is an ant, one
has the perseverance that commands success. Here it
is coming back with two helpers. One seizes the oat
in front, the others hitch themselves to the side, and
behold! it rolls, it advances; it will get there. There
are difficult steps, but the ants they meet along the
route will give them a shoulder.
“They have succeeded, not without trouble.
The oat is at the entrance to the underground city.
Now things become complicated; the piece gets
awry; leaning against the edge of the hole, it cannot
enter. Helpers hasten up. Ten, twenty unite their
efforts without success. Two or three of them,
engineers perhaps, detach themselves from the band,
and seek the cause of this insurmountable resistance.
The difficulty is soon solved: they must put the piece
with the point at the bottom. The oat is drawn back
a little, so that one end overhangs the hole. One ant
seizes this end while the others lift the end that is on
12
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the ground, and the piece, turning a somersault, falls
into the well, but is prudently held on to by the
carpenters clinging to the sides. You may perhaps
think, my children, that the miners mounting with
their grain of earth would stop from curiosity before
this mechanical prodigy? Not at all, they have not
time. They pass with their loads of excavated material, without a glance at the carpenters’ work. In their
ardor they are even bold enough to slide under the
moving beams, at the risk of being crippled. Let
them look out! That is their affair.
“One must eat when one works so hard.
Nothing creates an appetite like violent exercise.
Milkmaid ants go through the ranks; they have just
milked the cows and are now distributing the milk to
the workers.”
Here Emile burst out laughing. “But that is
not really and truly so?” said he to his uncle.
“Milkmaid ants, cows, milk! It is a fairy tale like
Mother Ambroisine’s.”
Emile was not the only one to be surprised at
the peculiar expressions Uncle Paul had used.
Mother Ambroisine no longer turned her spindle,
Jacques did not plait his wickers, Jules and Claire
stared with wide-open eyes. All thought it a jest.
“No, my dears,” said Uncle Paul. “I am not
jesting; no. I have not exchanged the truth for a fairy
tale. It is true there are milkmaid ants and cows. But
as that demands some explanation, we will put off
the continuation of the story until to-morrow.”

13
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Emile drew Jules off into a corner, and said to
him in confidence: “Uncle’s true stories are very
amusing, much more so than Mother Ambroisine’s
tales. To hear the rest about those wonderful cows I
would willingly leave my Noah’s Ark.”

14

CHAPTER IV

THE COWS

T

HE next day Emile, when only half awake,
began to think of the ants’ cows. “We must beg
uncle,” said he to Jules, “to tell us the rest of his
story this morning.”
No sooner said than done: they went to look
for their uncle.
“Aha!” cried he upon hearing their request,
“the ants’ cows are interesting you. I will do better
than tell you about them, I will show them to you.
First of all call Claire.”
Claire came in haste. Their uncle took them
under the elder bush in the garden, and this is what
they saw:
The bush is white with flowers. Bees, flies,
beetles, butterflies, fly from one flower to another
with a drowsy murmur. On the trunk of the elder,
amongst the ridges of the bark, numbers of ants are
crawling, some ascending, some descending. Those
ascending are the more eager. They sometimes stop
the others on the way and appear to consult them as
to what is going on above. Being informed, they
15
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begin climbing again with even more ardor, proof
that the news is good. Those descending go in a
leisurely manner, with short steps. Willingly they halt
to rest or to give advice to those who consult them.
One can easily guess the cause of the difference in
eagerness of those ascending and those descending.
The descending ants have their stomachs swollen,
heavy, deformed, so full are they; those ascending
have their stomachs thin, folded up, crying hunger.
You cannot mistake them: the descending ants are
coming back from a feast and, well fed, are returning
home with the slowness that a heavy paunch
demands; the ascending ants are running to the same
feast and put into the assault of the bush the
eagerness of an empty stomach.
“What do they find on the elder to fill their
stomachs?” asked Jules. “Here are some that can
hardly drag along. Oh, the gluttons!”
“Gluttons! no,” Uncle Paul corrected him;
“for they have a worthy motive for gorging themselves. There is above, on the elder, an immense
number of the cows. The descending ants have just
milked them, and it is in their paunch that they carry
the milk for the common nourishment of the ant-hill
colony. Let us look at the cows and the way of
milking them. Don’t expect, I warn you, herds like
ours. One leaf serves them for pasturage.”
Uncle Paul drew down to the children’s level
the top of a branch, and all looked at it attentively.
Innumerable black velvety lice, immobile and so
close together as to touch one another, cover the
16
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under side of the leaves and the still tender wood.
With a sucker more delicate than a hair plunged into
the bark, they fill themselves peacefully with the sap
of the elder without changing their position. At the
end of their back, they have two short and hollow
hairs, two tubes from which, if you look attentively,
you can see a little drop of sugary liquid escape from

Plant-louse

time to time. These black lice are called plant-lice.
They are the ants’ cows. The two tubes are the
udders, and the liquor which drips from their
extremity is the milk. In the midst of the herd, on
the herd, even, when the cattle are too close
together, the famished ants come and go from one
louse to another, watching for the delicious little
drop. The one who sees it runs, drinks, enjoys it, and
seems to say on raising its little head: Oh, how good,
oh, how good it is! Then it goes on its way looking
for another mouthful of milk. But plant-lice are
stingy with their milk; they are not always disposed
to let it run through their tubes. Then the ant, like a
milkmaid ready to milk her cow, lavishes the most
endearing caresses on the plant-louse. With its
17
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antennæ, that is to say, with its little delicate flexible
horns, it gently pats the stomach and tickles the
milk-tubes. The ant nearly always succeeds. What
cannot gentleness accomplish! The plant-louse lets
itself be conquered; a drop appears which is
immediately licked up. Oh, how good, how good! As
the little paunch is not full, the ant goes to other
plant-lice trying the same caresses.
Uncle Paul let go the branch, which sprang
back into its natural position. Milkmaids, cattle, and
pasture were at once at the top of the elder bush.
“That is wonderful, Uncle,” cried Claire.
“Wonderful, my dear child. The elder is not
the only bush that nourishes milk herds for the ants.
Plant-lice can be found on many other forms of
vegetation. Those on the rosebush and cabbage are
green; on the elder, bean, poppy, nettle, willow,
poplar, black; on the oak and thistle, bronze color;
on the oleander and nut, yellow. All have the two
tubes from which oozes the sugary liquor; all vie
with one another in feasting the ants.”
Claire and her uncle went in-doors. Emile and
Jules, enraptured by what they had just seen, began
to look for lice on other plants. In less than an hour
they had found four different kinds, all receiving
visits of no disinterested sort from the ants.

18

CHAPTER V

THE SHEEPFOLD

I

N the evening Uncle Paul resumed the story of
the ants. At that hour Jacques was in the habit of
going the round of the stables to see if the oxen
were eating their fodder and if the well-fed lambs
were sleeping peacefully beside their mothers. Under
the pretense of giving the finishing touches to his
wicker basket, Jacques stayed where he was. The real
reason was that the ants’ cows were on his mind.
Uncle Paul related in detail what they had seen in the
morning on the elder: how the plant-lice let the
sugary drops ooze from their tubes, how the ants
drank this delicious liquid and knew how, if
necessary, to obtain it by caresses.

“What you are telling us, Master,” said
Jacques, “puts warmth into my old veins. I see once
more how God takes care of His creatures, He who
gives the plant-louse to the ant as He gives the cow
to man.”
“Yes, my good Jacques,” returned Uncle Paul,
“these things are done to increase our faith in
Providence, whose all-seeing eye nothing can escape.
To a thoughtful person, the beetle that drinks from
19
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the depths of a flower, the tuft of moss that receives
the raindrop on the burning tile, bear witness to the
divine goodness.
“To return to my story. If our cows wandered
at will in the country, if we were obliged to take
troublesome journeys to go and milk them in distant
pastures, uncertain whether we should find them or
not, it would be hard work for us, and very often
impossible. How do we manage then? We keep them
close at hand, in inclosures and in stables. This also
is sometimes done by the ants with the plant-lice. To
avoid tiresome journeys, sometimes useless, they put
their herds in a park. Not all have this admirable
foresight, however. Besides, if they had, it would be
impossible to construct a park large enough for such
innumerable cattle and their pasturage. How, for
example, could they inclose in walls the willow that
we saw this morning with its population of black
lice? It is necessary to have conditions that are not
beyond the forces available. Given a tuft of grass
whose base is covered with a few plant-lice, the park
is practicable.
“Ants that have found a little herd plan how
to build a sheepfold, a summer châlet, where the
plant-lice can be inclosed, sheltered from the too
bright rays of the sun. They too will stay at the châlet
for some time, so as to have the cows within reach
and to milk them at leisure. To this end, they begin
by removing a little of the earth at the base of the
tuft so as to uncover the upper part of the root. This
exposed part forms a sort of natural frame on which
the building can rest. Now grains of damp earth are
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piled up one by one and shaped into a large vault,
which rests on the frame of the roots and surrounds
the stem above the point occupied by the plant-lice.
Openings are made for the service of the sheepfold.
The châlet is finished. Its inmates enjoy cool and
quiet, with an assured supply of provisions. What
more is needed for happiness? The cows are there,
very peaceful, at their rack, that is to say, fixed by
their stickers to the bark. Without leaving home the
ants can drink to satiety that sweet milk from the
tubes.
“Let us say, then, that the sheepfold made of
clay is a building of not much importance, raised
with little expense and hastily. One could overturn it
by blowing hard. Why lavish such pains on so temporary a shelter? Does the shepherd in the high
mountains take more care of his hut of pine
branches, which must serve him for one or two
months?
“It is said that ants are not satisfied with
inclosing small herds of plant-lice found at the base
of a tuft of grass, but that they also bring into the
sheepfold plant-lice encountered at a distance. They
thus make a herd for themselves when they do not
find one already made. This mark of great foresight
would not surprise me; but I dare not certify it,
never having had the chance to prove it myself.
What I have seen with my own eyes is the sheepfold
of the plant-lice. If Jules looks carefully he will find
some this summer, when the days are warmest, at
the base of various potted plants.”
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“You may be sure, Uncle,” said Jules, “I shall
look for them. I want to see those strange ants’
châlets. You have not yet told us why ants gorge
themselves so, when they have the good luck to find
a herd of plant-lice. You said those descending the
elder with their big stomachs were going to
distribute the food in the ant-hill.”
“A foraging ant does not fail to regale itself
on its own account if the occasion offers; and it is
only fair. Before working for others must one not
take care of one’s own strength? But as soon as it
has fed itself, it thinks of the other hungry ones.
Among men, my child, it does not always happen so.
There are people who, well fed themselves, think
everybody else has dined. They are called egoists.
God forbid your ever bearing that sorry name, of
which the ant, paltry little creature, would be ashamed! As soon as it is satisfied, then, the ant remembers
the hungry ones, and consequently fills the only
vessel it has for carrying liquid food home; that is to
say, its paunch.
“Now see it returning, with its swollen
stomach. Oh! how it has stuffed so that others may
eat! Miners, carpenters, and all the workers occupied
in building the city await it so as to resume their
work heartily, for pressing occupations do not
permit them to go and seek the plant-lice themselves. It meets a carpenter, who for an instant drops
his straw. The two ants meet mouth to mouth, as if
to kiss. The milk-carrying ant disgorges a tiny little
bit of the contents of its paunch, and the other one
drinks the drop with avidity. Delicious! Oh! now
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how courageously it will work! The carpenter goes
back to his straw again, the milk-carrier continues his
delivery route. Another hungry one is met. Another
kiss, another drop disgorged and passed from mouth
to mouth. And so on with all the ants that present
themselves, until the paunch is emptied. The milkant then departs to fill up its can again.
“Now, you can imagine that, to feed by the
beakful a crowd of workers who cannot go
themselves for victuals, one milk-ant is not enough;
there must be a host of them. And then, under the
ground, in the warm dormitories, there is another
population of hungry ones. They are the young ants,
the family, the hope of the city. I must tell you that
ants, as well as other insects, hatch from an egg, like
birds.”
“One day,” interposed Emile, “I lifted up a
stone and saw a lot of little white grains that the ants
hastened to carry away under the ground.”
“Those white grains were eggs,” said Uncle
Paul, “which the ants had brought up from the
bottom of their dwelling to expose them under the
stone to the heat of the sun and facilitate their
hatching. They hurried to descend again, when the
stone was raised, so as to put them in a safe place,
sheltered from danger.
“On coming out from the egg, the ant has not
the form that you know. It is a little white worm,
without feet, and quite powerless, not even able to
move. There are in an ant-hill thousands of those
little worms. Without stop or rest, the ants go from
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one to another, distributing a beakful, so that they
begin to grow and change in one day into ants. I
leave you to think how much they must work and
how many plant-lice must be milked, merely to nurse
the little ones that fill the dormitories.”
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CHAPTER VI

THE WILY DERVISH

“T

HERE are ant-hills everywhere, large or
small,” observed Jules. “Even in the garden I
could have counted a dozen. From some the ants are
so numerous they blacken the road when they come
out. It must take a great many plant-lice to nourish
all that little colony.”
“Numerous though they be,” his uncle
assured him, “they will never lack cows, as plant-lice
are still more numerous. There are so many that they
often seriously menace our harvests. The miserable
louse declares war against us. To understand it, listen
to this story:
“There was once a king of India who was
much bored. To entertain him, a dervish invented
the game of chess. You do not know this game.
Well, on a board something like a checkerboard two
adversaries range, in battle array, one white, the
other black, pieces of different values: pawns,
knights, bishops, castles, queen and king. The action
begins. The pawns, simple foot-soldiers, are destined
as always to receive the first of the glory on the
battlefield. The king looks on at their extermination,
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guarded by his grandeur far from the fray. Now the
cavalry charge, slashing with their swords right and
left; even the bishops fight with hot-headed
enthusiasm, and the ambulating castles go here and
there, protecting the flanks of the army. Victory is
decided. Of the blacks, the queen is a prisoner; the
king has lost his castles; one knight and one bishop
do wonderful deeds to procure his flight. They
succumb. The king is checkmated. The game is lost.

Chess-board with pieces in position

“This clever game, image of war, pleased the
bored king very much, and he asked the dervish
what reward he desired for his invention.
“ ‘Light of the faithful,’ answered the inventor, ‘a poor dervish is easily satisfied. You shall give
me one grain of wheat for the first square of the
chessboard, two for the second, four for the third,
eight for the fourth, and you will double thus the
number of grains, to the last square, which is the
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sixty-fourth. I shall be satisfied with that. My blue
pigeons will have enough grain for some days.’
“ ‘This man is a fool,’ said the king to himself;
‘he might have had great riches and he asks me for a
few handfuls of wheat.’ Then, turning to his
minister:—‘Count out ten purses of a thousand
sequins for this man, and have a sack of wheat given
him. He will have a hundred times the amount of
grain he asks of me.’
“ ‘Commander of the faithful,’ answered the
dervish, ‘keep the purses of sequins, useless to my
blue pigeons, and give me the wheat as I wish.’
“ ‘Very well. Instead of one sack, you shall
have a hundred.’
“ ‘It is not enough, Sun of Justice.’
“ ‘You shall have a thousand.’
“ ‘Not enough, Terror of the unfaithful. The
squares of my chessboard would not have their
proper amount.’
“In the meantime the courtiers whispered
among themselves, astonished at the singular pretensions of the dervish, who, in the contents of a
thousand sacks, would not find his grain of wheat
doubled sixty-four times. Out of patience, the king
convoked the learned men to hold a meeting and
calculate the grains of wheat demanded. The dervish
smiled maliciously in his beard, and modestly moved
aside while awaiting the end of the calculation.
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“And behold, under the pen of the
calculators, the figure grew larger and larger. The
work finished, the head one rose.
“ ‘Sublime Commander,’ said he, ‘arithmetic
has decided. To satisfy the dervish’s demand, there is
not enough wheat in your granaries. There is not
enough in the town, in the kingdom, or in the whole
world. For the quantity of grain demanded, the
whole earth, sea and continents together, would be
covered with a continuous bed to the depth of a
finger.’
“The king angrily bit his mustache and, unable
to count out to him his grains of wheat, named the
inventor of chess prime vizier. That is what the wily
dervish wanted.”
“Like the king, I should have fallen into the
dervish’s snare,” said Jules. “I should have thought
that doubling a grain sixty-four times would only
give a few handfuls of wheat.”
“Henceforth,” returned Uncle Paul, “you will
know that a number, even very small, when
multiplied a number of times by the same figure, is
like a snow-ball which grows in rolling, and soon
becomes an enormous ball which all our efforts
cannot move.”
“Your dervish was very crafty,” remarked
Emile. “He modestly contented himself with one
grain of wheat for his blue pigeons, on condition
that they doubled the number on each square.
Apparently, he asked next to nothing; in reality, he
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asked more than the king possessed. What is a
dervish, Uncle?”
“In the religions of the East they call by that
name those who renounce the world to give
themselves up to prayer and contemplation.”
“You say the king made him prime vizier. Is
that a high office?”
“Prime vizier means prime minister. The
dervish then became the greatest dignitary of the
State, after the king.”
“I am no longer surprised that he refused the
ten purses of a thousand sequins. He was waiting for
something better. The ten purses, however, would
make a good sum?”
“A sequin is a gold piece worth about twelve
francs. At that rate, the king offered the dervish a
sum of one hundred and twenty thousand francs,
besides the sacks of wheat.”
“And the dervish preferred the grain sixtyfour times doubled.”
“In comparison what was offered him was
nothing.”
“And the plant-lice?” asked Jules.
“The story of the dervish is bringing us to that
directly,” his uncle assured him.
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CHAPTER VII

A NUMEROUS FAMILY

“A

PLANT-LOUSE, we will suppose,” resumed Uncle Paul, “has just established
itself on the tender shoot of a rosebush. It is alone,
all alone. A few days after, young plant-lice surround
it: they are its sons. How many are there? Ten,
twenty, a hundred? Let us say ten. Is that enough to
assure the preservation of the species? Don’t laugh
at my question. I know well that if the plant-lice
were missing from the rosebushes, the order of
things would not be sensibly changed.”
“The ants would be the most to be pitied,”
said Emile.
“The round earth would continue to turn just
the same, even when the last plant-louse was dying
on its leaf; but it is not, in truth, an idle question to
ask if ten plant-lice suffice to preserve the race; for
science has no higher object than the quest of providential means for maintaining everything in a just
measure of prosperity.
“Well, ten plant-lice coming from one would
be far too many if we did not have to take account
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of destructive agencies. One replacing one, the
population remains the same; ten replacing one, in a
short time the number increases beyond all possible
limits. Think of the dervish’s grain of wheat doubled
sixty-four times, so that it becomes a bed of wheat
of a finger’s depth over the whole earth. What would
it be if it had been multiplied ten times instead of
doubled! In like manner, after a few years, the
descendants of a first plant-louse, continually multiplied tenfold, would be in straitened circumstances
in this world. But there is the great reaper, death,
which puts an invincible obstacle to overcrowding,
counterbalances life in its overgrowing fecundity,
and, in partnership with it, keeps all things in a
perpetual youth. On a rosebush apparently most
peaceful there is death every minute. But the small,
the humble, and weak, are the habitual pasture, the
daily bread, of the large eaters. To how many
dangers is not the plant-louse exposed, so tiny, so
weak, and without any means of defense! No sooner
does a little bird, hardly out of the shell, discover
with its piercing eyes a spot haunted by the plantlice, than, merely as an appetizer, it will swallow
hundreds. And if a worm, far more rapacious, a
horrible worm expressly created and put into the
world to eat you alive, joins in, ah! my poor plantlice, may God, the good God of little creatures,
protect you; for your race is indeed in peril.
“This devourer is of a delicate green with a
white stripe on its back. It is tapering in front,
swollen at the back. When it doubles itself up it takes
the shape of a tear-drop. They call it the ants’ lion
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because of the ravages it makes in the stupid herd. It
establishes itself among them. With its pointed
mouth, it seizes one, the biggest, the plumpest; it
sucks it and throws away the skin, which is too hard
for it. Its pointed head is lowered again, a second
plant-louse seized, raised from the leaf, and sucked.

Ladybug
(a) larva

(b) pupa

(c) first joint of larva

Then another and another, a twentieth, a hundredth.
The foolish herd, whose ranks are thinning, do not
even seem to perceive what is going on. The trapped
plant-louse kicks between the lion’s fangs; the
others, as if nothing were happening, continue to
feed peacefully. It would take a good deal more than
that to spoil their appetite! They eat while they are
waiting to be eaten. The lion has had enough. He
squats amidst the herd to digest at his ease. But
digestion is soon over and already the greedy worm
has its eye on those that he will soon crunch. After
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two weeks of continual feasting, after having
browsed as it were on whole herds of plant-lice, the
worm turns into an elegant little dragon-fly with eyes
as bright as gold, and known as the hemerobius.
“Is that all? Oh, no. Here is the lady-bug, the
good God’s bug. It is round and red, with black
spots. It is very pleasing; it has an innocent air. Who
would take it also to be a devourer, filling its
stomach with plant-lice! Look at it closely on the
rosebush, and you will see it at its ferocious feasting.
It is very pretty and innocent-looking; but it is a
glutton, there is no denying the fact, so fond is it of
plant-lice.
“Is that all? Oh, no. Those poor plant-lice are
manna, the regular diet of all sorts of ravagers.
Young birds eat them, the hemerobius eats them, ladybirds eat them, gluttons of all kinds eat them; and
still there are always plant-lice. Ah! that is where, in
the fight between fecundity which repairs and the
rough battle of life which destroys, the weak excel by
opposing legions and legions to the chances of annihilation. In vain the devourers come from all sides
and pounce upon their prey; the devoured survive by
sacrificing a million to preserve one. The weaker
they are, the more fruitful they are.
“The herring, cod, and sardine are given over
as pasturage for the devourers of the sea, earth and
sky. When they undertake long voyages to graze in
favorable spots, their extermination is imminent.
The hungry ones of the sea surround the school of
fish; the famished ones of the sky hover over their
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route; those of the earth await them on the shore.
Man hastens to lend a strong hand to the killing and
to take his share of the sea food. He equips fleets,
goes to the fish with naval armies in which all
nations are represented; he dries in the sun, salts,
smokes, packs. But there is no perceptible diminution in the supply; for him the weak are infinite in
number. One cod lays nine million eggs! Where are
the devourers that will see the end of such a family?”
“Nine million eggs!” exclaimed Emile. “Is that
a great many?”
“Just to count them, one by one, would take
nearly a year of ten working hours each day.”
“Whoever counted them
patience,” was Emile’s comment.

had

lots

of

“They are not counted,” replied Uncle Paul;
“they are weighed, which is quickly done; and from
the weight the number is deduced.
“Like the cod in the sea, the plant-lice are
exposed on their rosebushes and alders to numerous
chances of destruction. I have told you that they are
the daily bread of a multitude of eaters. So, to
increase their legions, they have rapid means that are
not found in other insects. Instead of laying eggs,
very slow in developing, they bring forth living
plant-lice, which all, absolutely all, in two weeks have
obtained their growth and begin to produce another
generation. This is repeated all through the season,
that is to say at least half the year, so that the
number of generations succeeding one another
during this period cannot be less than a dozen. Let
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us say that one plant-louse produces ten, which is
certainly below the actual number. Each of these ten
plant-lice borne by the first one bears ten more,
making one hundred in all; each of these hundred
bears ten, in all one thousand; each of the thousand
bears ten, in all ten thousand; and so on, multiplying
always by ten, eleven times. Here is the same
calculation as the dervish’s grain of wheat, which
grew with such astonishing rapidity when they
multiplied it by two. For the family of the plant-lice
the increase is much more rapid, as the multiplication is made by ten. It is true that the calculation
stops at the twelfth instead of going on to the sixtyfourth. No matter, the result would stupefy you; it is
equal to a hundred thousand millions. To count a
cod’s eggs, one by one, would take nearly a year; to
count the descendants of one plant-louse for six
months would take ten thousand years! Where are
the devourers that would see the end of the
miserable louse? Guess how much space these plantlice would cover, as closely packed as they are on the
elder branch.”
“Perhaps as large a place as our garden,”
suggested Claire.
“More than that; the garden is a hundred
meters long and the same in width. Well, the family
of that one plant-louse would cover a surface ten
times larger; that is to say, ten hectares. What do you
say to that? Is it not necessary that the young birds,
little lady-bugs, and the dragon-fly with the golden
eyes should work hard in the extermination of the
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louse, which if unhindered would in a few years
overrun the world?
“In spite of the hungry ones which devour
them, the plant-lice seriously alarm mankind.
Winged plant-lice have been seen flying in clouds
thick enough to obscure the daylight. Their black
legions went from one canton to another, alighted
on the fruit trees, and ravaged them. Ah! when God
wishes to try us, the elements are not always unchained. He sends against us in our pride the
paltriest of creatures. The invisible mower, the feeble
plant-louse, comes, and man is filled with fear; for
the good things of the earth are in great peril.
“Man, so powerful, can do nothing against
these little creatures, invincible in their multitude.”
Uncle Paul finished the story of the ants and
their cows. Several times since, Emile, Jules, and
Claire have talked of the prodigious families of the
plant-louse and the cod, but rather lost themselves in
the millions and thousand millions. Their uncle was
right: his stories interested them much more than
Mother Ambroisine’s tales.
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